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When a highly sophisticated race of alien insects arrive to exterminate mankind, mythical creatures
from human lore turn out to be more real than anyone imagined. It is an epic battle for the
preservation of our planet, and no one is left out. Oh, and some of them fall in love.
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A fun, funny and satirical book that still manages to grab you with it's action. It reads like a movie
you'd really like to see. While the author is clearly having fun (and trying to sell books) with this title,
he delivers everything that the cover promises plus more surprises. A perfect beach or ski lodge
book - it won't change the world, but it's a hell of a lot of fun.

A highly enjoyable and surprisingly well-researched novel. Do not let the title fool you, it's much
more complex than that! No, it's not the second-coming of "The Sound and Fury" but it delivers
exactly what it promises; a fun, entertaining, engaging and exciting story that keeps you wanting
more.The burning question I'm left with is, "When will I get to see this on the big screen?" It has the

makings of the next biggest Hollywood Franchise.

A fun adventure! I know... the title can be a put off. I mean really? This reminds me of the 1996 Tim
Burton movie "Mars Attacks!" starring Jack Nicholson and a host of others. It is campy, spoofy,
and... darn good actually. One thing it is not, is horror, despite its name.This is an action adventure
with a rapidly rising body count. Don't get too comfortable with many of the characters. There is
palpable tension throughout, heroism, surprises, cliff hangers, and a good serving of comic relief.
This is especially true when the dinosaurs are named Dinah, Daffy, and Donald... and they end up
being one of the saviors of humanity.Speaking of humanity, who knew that vampires would step up
to the plate? And the Zombies? Well, they are just zombies... that go a long way to saving
mankind.This was a good book, that I enjoyed immensely. Don't be put off by the title. Although
accurate, the book is really better than you'd think.

Yes, it does have zombies, aliens, vampires and lastly ... dinosaurs. Sometimes we forget that Sci
Fi should occasionally be funny. This is, but not in the "wink wink, nod non" sort. The fact it is sort of
seriously written makes it all the more amusing.

so you can tally up and decide who 'won.' While it's pretty clear who loses, the winner among the
title factions is hard to determine.Obviously not a book to be in any way taken seriously, ZvAvVvD
has its moments as a piece of humor/horror. The writer shamelessly steals from various franchises
in the genre and melds them into an easy-reading piece of light entertainment.

Hello, great, great and more great. Felt like I was watching a movie rather than reading a book.
Don't try to take this too seriously, just sit back, get a pinch of snuff, and enjoy. I wish Mr. Abugov
would write some more of these. Damn fine stuff. Thanks.

This book has it all: Invading aliens in an enormous spaceship, zombies, vampires, patriotism,
treachery, honor and slackers. Also wormholes, quantum void rays and a few dinosaurs. Lots of fun,
and they blow up more stuff than the original Independence Day.

Aliens, vampires, zombies oh my.... then add dinosaurs.... brilliant. Loved every page. I found
myself wanting more and more. Why did it have to end? Thanks for the insightful look into all the
wandering thoughts of zombies...who knew? Delightful, fast, enjoyable.
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